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a b s t r a c t

Human actions in movies and sitcoms usually capture semantic cues for story understanding, which

offer a novel search pattern beyond the traditional video search scenario. However, there are great

challenges to achieve action-level video search, such as global motions, concurrent actions, and actor

appearance variances. In this paper, we introduce a generalized action retrieval framework, which

achieves fully unsupervised, robust, and actor-independent action search in large-scale database. First,

an Attention Shift model is presented to extract human-focused foreground actions from videos

containing global motions or concurrent actions. Subsequently, a spatiotemporal vocabulary is built

based on 3D-SIFT features extracted from these human-focused action regions. These 3D-SIFT features

offer robustness against rotations and viewpoints. And the spatiotemporal vocabulary guarantees our

search efficiency, which is achieved by inverted indexing structure with approximate nearest-neighbor

search. In the online ranking, we employ dynamic time warping distance to handle the action duration

variances, as well as partial action matching. Finally, an appearance hashing strategy is presented to

address the performance degeneration caused by divergent actor appearances. For experimental

validation, we have deployed actor-independent action retrieval framework in 3-season ‘‘Friends’’

sitcoms (over 30 h). In this database, we have reported the best performance ðMAP@140:53Þ with

comparisons to alternative and state-of-the-art approaches.

Crown Copyright & 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the on-the-fly growth of Web videos such as YouTube,
nowadays there is an emergent demand for content-based search
technique for video accessing and browsing. Near-duplicated
video retrieval aims to search video clips that contain identical or
almost identical visual contents. In such a settlement, a video shot
is usually treated as the basic element in similarity ranking.
However, in many other scenarios, users are more interested in
finding video clips that contain identical scenes [1], certain actors
[2], or similar actions [3]. However, traditional video retrieval
systems usually consider shots as the basic units in similarity
matching, which cannot fulfill user purposes in above scenarios.

From the visual perception viewpoint, human actions in videos
usually capture the observation focus of audiences, and hence can
reveal high-level semantics for story understanding. Therefore,
enabling action-level video retrieval can lead to breakthroughs in
a wide range of applications, such as semantic-level video search,
video scene understanding, and abnormal action detection for
010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All

.

video surveillance. For example, without browsing the entire
movies, an audience may want to watch certain fighting clips in
the ‘‘Kill Bill’’ or dancing clips in the ‘‘Rome Holiday’’. For another
instance, in video surveillance, certain actions usually indicate
abnormal semantic events, such as ‘‘falling’’ and ‘‘shaking’’ in
public places like roads and subway stations.

1.1. The challenges

Human action retrieval meet great challenges due to the
difficulties in video content analysis. We summarize four main
challenges as follows:
�

righ
The difficulty in extracting human-focused actions from the
interferences of global camera motions as well as concurrent
foreground actions. Fig. 1 shows an example that different
motions are mixed together, which makes the extraction of
human-focused.actions difficult.

�
 The difficulty in robust action description and matching, which

is raised from the variances in rotations, scales, and viewpoints
(caused by cameras motions and human pose variations).

�
 The demand of online search efficiency in large-scale video

database. In real-world scenario, traditional video search
ts reserved.
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Fig. 1. (a) Each shot in ‘‘Friends’’ usually consists of several motions (human actions and/or global motions); (b) only one of them is the main concern of audiences (denoted

in red color); and (c) the concerned action usually shifts from one people to another. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred

to the web version of this article.)
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approaches cannot be efficiently scaled up to databases with
tens or hundreds hours’ videos.

�
 The requirement for actor-independent retrieval, i.e. search an

identical ‘‘Jumping’’ action conducted by different actors. The
main difficulty lies in how to calibrate the diverse appearances
of different actors to measure their action similarity.

In this work, we specify our action retrieval to search actor
actions in movies and sitcoms. This scenario can well cover these
four main challenges listed above. Hence, we can also easily
extend our work into other video search applications.

1.2. Related works

Targeting at shot-level video retrieval, both global and local
features are well exploited in literature [4–15]. Global features
aim to rank video clips based on their global appearances such as
color, texture, shape, and global spatiotemporal characters [4–7].
Local features, especially the bag-of-words features, have been
widely used in state-of-the-art video retrieval systems. Generally
speaking, local features give better performances l in terms of
their robustness against cropping, shifting, and composition,
which thanks to their repeatability in patch detection and
stability in feature description. For instance, Video Google [8]
analogized near-duplicated shot detection to document retrieval:
Local feature descriptors [9] extracted from affine invariant
regions are quantized into visual words (usually based on K-
Means clustering with inverted image indexing to ensure retrieval
scalability) [10–12]. Works in [13,14] reported the largest near-
duplicated shot detection system in literature, which adopted
spatiotemporal representation of Harris interest points with
Hilbert curves for similarity matching. This system enabled the
users to search over 30,000-hour video database with a sub-linear
time complexity. Shen et al. [15] developed an UQLIPS system to
combine both global and local features with motion description
for near-duplicated clip detection.

However, there is limited work that focuses exactly on human
action retrieval. To the best of our knowledge, work in [16] served
as the first attempt to this topic. However, the work in [16]
assumed single foreground action and static backgrounds, which
made it unfeasible for generalized action search. Recently, Ferrari
et al. [17] presented a pose search framework that combined
human body identification with motion trajectory representation
to search similar persons based on their poses. However, the work
in [17] cannot deal with the problem that similar actions are
conducted by different people with variant appearances. Further-
more, human body estimation cannot be effectively conducted in
serious viewpoint variances and partial occlusions.

Referring to near-duplicated action retrieval, our work differs
from the works that target at action recognition [18–22] for video
content analysis. These works aim to classify human actions into
several predefined categories, which usually involve training
phases. In contrast, our goal is to rank action similarities without
predefined categories in a fully unsupervised manner. Based on
the same consideration, using human body modeling or multi-
camera analysis are over-specific for generalized action search in
movies or sitcoms, hence are not considered in this work.

Our work is also inspired by the psychology study of human
visual systems. For a given video, in most cases the observers
would focus on a specific foreground motion. During observing
videos, such focus is transferable from one action to anther, from
one actor to another [23]. Researchers have taken advantage of
this essence to capture salient motions in videos. Most of these
works are derived from the work of Itti et al. [24] in image
saliency analysis. For videos, works in [25–27] integrated spatial
attention model [24] with motion cues (such as optical flows or
object tracking) to locate spatiotemporal salient regions. Li et al.
[27] presented a dynamic attention model to combine spatial
saliency and temporal saliency to detect the switchable focused
regions for semantic shot matching. These works [24–27] further
inspire us to subdivide the basic elements of video search into
actions.
1.3. Our contributions

In this paper, we introduce an action retrieval framework to
achieve robust, efficient, and actor-independent action search in a
large-scale video database. Our first contribution is a novel
Attention Shift model to capture the human-focused actions
based on a spatiotemporal saliency analysis. For a given video
shot that contains moving actors, our model distills and partitions
foreground actions from background movements.

Our second contribution is a spatiotemporal vocabulary for
effective and scalable action representation. We adopt 3D-SIFT
[28] descriptor to characterize 3D salient points within the
spatiotemporal action regions. 3D-SIFT offers robustness against
variances in rotations, scales and viewpoints. The spatiotemporal
vocabulary is constructed by hierarchically quantizing 3D-SIFT
into 3D ‘‘Visual Words’’ with inverted action indexing, which
ensures efficiency in large-scale search, and can cope with the
partial matching.

Our third contribution is a robust and actor-independent
sequential matching strategy. We divide 3D action regions into
spatiotemporal slices. Each slice is represented as a bag-of-3D-
visual-words vector. To measure the similarity of two 3D slice
sequences, dynamic time warping (DTW) [29] is adopted to
eliminate the negative influences from the action duration
variances and partial action missing. Actor-independent search
is further achieved by an appearance hashing strategy: We
calibrate target action and query action based on the spatial
distributions of their 3D Visual Words. Then, an online hashing
map is built to disambiguate appearance variances between
different actors. We use both DTW Matching and appearance
hashing to re-rank the initial search results of spatiotemporal
vocabulary, which ensures the online search efficiency. Fig. 2
presents the flowchart of our action retrieval framework.



Fig. 2. Flowchart the proposed actor-independent action retrieval framework.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of action distillation from videos.
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2. Extracting focused actions using Attention Shift model

To clarify before discussion, we first give the following
formalized definitions:

Definition 1 (Action). An action is a consecutive spatiotemporal
region set, which contains and only contains the appearance and
movement of identical people within a video (movies or sitcoms
in this paper) shot.

Definition 2 (Action retrieval). Given a video clip as query input,
action retrieval aims to retrieve shots in the database that contain
identical or near-identical movements of foreground actors to the
query. For ‘‘actor-dependent’’ action retrieval, ‘‘identical’’ refers to
the similar motion trajectories and appearances, i.e. their motion
trajectory sequences should be as similar as possible, meanwhile
their actor appearances should be also similar enough (to be best
from an identical actor). For ‘‘actor-independent’’ action retrieval,
‘‘identical’’ only refers to the similarity in their motion trajec-
tories, which can be carried out by different actors, without regard
to their appearance variances.

This section introduces our first step to distill actions from
videos, which subdivides each shot into several human-focused
actions and eliminates the interferences from (multiple) con-
current actions and global motions (caused by camera motions).
We achieve this goal by a proposed Attention Shift model in Fig. 3,
which combines a focus of attention (FOA) detection together
with a FOA switching mechanism to distinguish and partition
spatiotemporal salient actions within each shot. Subsequently,
human face [30] and body [31] detectors are adopted to filter out
spatiotemporal regions without actors.

2.1. Distilling focused actions

In preliminary processing, we first adopt a shot boundary
detection (SBD) to the video sequence, which is based on the
graph partition model proposed in previous work [32]. It has been
demonstrated to be very effective in the TRECVID 2005 SBD
competitions.

To distinguish foreground actions from backgrounds within
each shot, a straightforward strategy is the background modeling,
such as Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [33]. However, in the
case of moving cameras, motion compensation should be adopted
to recover static backgrounds. Such compensation cannot guar-
antees satisfactory results in complicated situations, e.g. movies
and sitcoms. Moving object tracking is another feasible solution to
locate the target actions. However, there still exists inconsistency
in multiple object tracking with target in/out. Different from
above approaches, we address this issue by a spatiotemporal
saliency detection. In image domain, Itti [24] adopted the FOA
(focus of attention) analysis based on saliency map to detect
human-focused regions. In this paper, we present a spatiotem-
poral saliency analysis strategy to locate the human-focused
foreground actions, which can largely eliminate the interferences
from concurrent actions and camera motions.

Spatial saliency: For each frame of a given shot, a spatial
saliency map is constructed using the computational model in
[24]. Similar to [24], we compute 42 feature maps: six for
intensity, 12 for color, 24 for orientation. The spatial saliency
rSpatial

p of each pixel p (location ðx,yÞ) is measured by the weighted
summation of all conspicuity maps from different channels as

rSpatial
p ¼

X
n

gnMnðpÞ, nAfI,C,Og, ð1Þ

where I,C,O represent the three channels (intensity, color,
orientation), gn is the weighting parameter. The conspicuity map



Fig. 4. Focused motion and its spatiotemporal saliency maps.
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M is calculated by summing up all feature maps belonging to the
corresponding feature channel:

MIðpÞ ¼
X

n

gn
I FMn

I ðpÞ, nAf1,2, . . . ,6g,

MCðpÞ ¼
X

n

gn
CFMn

CðpÞ, nAf1,2, . . . ,12g,

MOðpÞ ¼
X

n

gn
OFMn

OðpÞ, nAf1,2, . . . ,24g: ð2Þ

FMn
m represent the nth feature map of channel m, gn

m is the weight
of Fn

m.
Motion saliency: For the successive frames in this shot, a

motion saliency map is built using the dynamic attention model
[27], which detects the human-focused motions that both
constant inside the object and salient to the background.

First, we adopt the optical flow [34] feature to determine the
number of concurrent motions within each shot. For each point p,
we calculate an weighted structural tensor of M � ðu,v,wÞ ¼O3�1, in
which:

M¼

P
iANwðp�iÞg2

x

P
iANwðp�iÞgxgy

P
iANwðp�iÞgxgtP

iANwðp�iÞgxgy
P

iANwðp�iÞg2
y

P
iANwðp�iÞgygtP

iANwðp�iÞgxgt
P

iANwðp�iÞgygt
P

iANwðp�iÞg2
t

0
BB@

1
CCA:
ð3Þ

w(p) serves as the weighting function within N neighbors of pixel p,
and g is a spatiotemporal Gaussian smoothing kernel. Once the optical
flows (u,v,w) are constant within neighborhood N, M should be rank
deficient with rankðMÞr2. We then select the first three eigenvalues
l1,l2,l3 to define the continuous rank-deficient measurement dM:

dMðpÞ ¼

0 traceðMÞog,

l2
3

0:5 � l2
1þ0:5 � l2

2þe
otherwise:

8>><
>>: ð4Þ

g is adopted to handle the case rankðMÞ ¼ 0. Then, the motion
saliency for each p is detected as (e is a constant tuning parameter)

rTemporalðx,yÞ ¼
dMðx,yÞ

dMðx,yÞþe : ð5Þ

Spatiotemporal FOA: Subsequently, we multiply both spatial
and temporal saliency scores of each candidate grid to obtain a
spatiotemporal saliency maps, in which the saliency of each pixel
p is co-determined as

rSpatiotemporal
p ¼

X
iANSpatial

p

X
jANTemporal

p

rSpatial
i � rTemporal

j : ð6Þ

We then detect the spatiotemporal saliency regions (usually
contain actor motions) from the fused saliency map by a two-step
strategy:

First, the center of FOA is determined by finding the maximum
of

FðpÞ ¼
X

qANp

rSpatiotemporal
p � GðpÞ, ð7Þ

in which GðpÞ is a normalized Gaussian function centered at p,
with identical amount of points to NSpatial

p .
Second, we define an locating rectangle in each frame to

distinguish human-focused foreground region from backgrounds
and concurrent motions as

RecX,Y ¼ f8xiAX,8yiAYjxmin rxirxmax,yminryirymaxg: ð8Þ

We expand the rectangle box from the FOA center, until the box
enclosed all the pixels with saliency strength higher than a pre-
defined threshold TSaliency. For pixels within this box, once the
optical flow similarity between this pixel and the background is
lower than a pre-defined threshold TOF , we remove these pixels
from this FOA region. Fig. 4 shows a visualized example of our
spatiotemporal saliency detection strategy.

For all the detected action regions, we further use the cascade
face detector [30] together with the HOG (histograms of oriented
gradients) [31] human detector to detect whether a moving
foreground is an actor. We filter out regions with no actors from
our subsequent processing procedure.

2.2. Partitioning focused actions

For each detected focused action sequence, the ‘‘Shift’’ from
one actor to another is identified to partition the action regions
that are from different actors. To measure whether this action is
conducted by an identical actor, we define a shifting rate AShift in
Eq. (9), which evaluates the spatial consistency of concerned
action region frames for action partition:

AShift ¼
1 CenDisði,jÞ4TC , & DiaVaroTD,

0 CenDisði,jÞoTC , & DiaVar4TD:

(
ð9Þ

CenDisð Þ is the distance between geometrical centers of two given
regions i and j; DiaVarð Þ is the variance of their diameters. Once
AShift between the target action regions (i and j) of successive
frames satisfies Eq. (9), an ‘‘Attention Shift’’ is detected. From each
detected ‘‘Attention Shift’’ position, we segment the action region
sequence into two different actions.

For each segmented action, we partition its frame sequence
into m 3D slices. Each slice contains multiple action frames with
only the focused regions. Consequently, the background influ-
ences and concurrent foreground motions are removed from the
representations of human-focused actions.
3. Action representation using spatiotemporal vocabulary

3.1. Action description

We adopt 3D-SIFT [28] feature to characterize a given action
based on its spatiotemporal interest points. Without lost of general-
ity, other spatiotemporal features [35–40] could be also adopted in
this step, such as the Hes-STIP [35] and 3D-Gabor [36]. Following the
principle of [28], for each pixel in the action region, we encode
the gradient magnitudes and orientations in its spatiotemporal 3D
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space. Spatial and temporal angels (y and f) are calculated as

yðx,y,tÞ ¼ arctanðLy\LxÞ: ð10Þ

fðx,y,tÞ ¼ arctan
Ltffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

L2
xþL2

y

q
0
B@

1
CA: ð11Þ

For pixel ðx,yÞ, Lx ¼ Lðxþ1,y,tÞ�Lðx�1,y,tÞ, Ly ¼ Lðx,yþ1,tÞ�
Lðx,y�1,tÞ represent the gradients at x and y directions, respectively.
Lt ¼ Lðx,y,tþ1Þ�Lðx,y,t�1Þ represents the gradient at t direction.
When the pixels are local maximum or minimum around its
spatiotemporal neighbors, they are retained as interest point
candidates. Then, rotation invariance is achieved by placing the key
point into its dominant 3D directions (rotate to y¼f¼ 0).
Subsequently, we sample the spatiotemporal neighborhood regions
within the target interest point (3�3 in spatial, and 8 in temporal,
each contains 4�4�4 spatiotemporal pixels). For each 3D sub-
region, similar to SIFT [9], we divide y and f into equal-sized bins to
quantize y and f orientations into a histogram. Finally, we ensemble
such quantization of all 3D sub-regions of this point to form the final
3D-SIFT descriptor.
3.2. Spatiotemporal vocabulary

We further introduce a spatiotemporal vocabulary to enable
effective and scalable action representation and indexing. This
spatiotemporal vocabulary adopts hierarchical K-Means clustering
to quantize the 3D-SIFT feature space into ‘‘3D Visual Words’’,
similar to the vocabulary tree model (VT) [10–12] in image search.
Each quantized ‘‘3D Visual Word’’ contains descriptors that are
closer to the feature center of this word than the others in the 3D-
SIFT feature space. Based on the ‘‘3D Visual Words’’ representation,
we inverted index the 3D slices into the word nodes. Hence, each 3D
slice is represented into a ‘‘Bag-of-3D-Visual-Words’’ vector (abbre-
viate into BOD3W in our subsequent discussion). As a result, each
spatiotemporal action region is converted into a BOD3W sequence
with sequentially consecutive ordering as shown in Fig. 5.

For a focused action, the BOD3W sequence encodes spatial,
motion, and appearance information all together in action
representation. To ensure scalability, we adopt our indexing
model to conduct an Approximate Nearest-Neighbor search as
Initial Ranking (which would be explained in more details as in
Section 4.3): In retrieval, for each 3D-SIFT extracted from the
query action, the (inverted) indexed action clips falling within
the identical visual word are picked out as ranking candidates.
Once we get a concurrent 3D visual word between an action clip
(from inverted indexing) and the query, the corresponding score
of this action clip in the candidate set is added by one. As a result,
the ranking only occurs within this candidate set, hence is
independent to the overall volume of action clips.

Given a spatiotemporal vocabulary, a query action q (or an
action clip d) is represented as a N dimensional vector of 3D-SIFT.
The relevance between q and d can be calculated as the Cosine
Fig. 5. Bag-of-3D-Visual-Word (BOD3W
distance between their BOD3W vectors:

rðd,qÞ ¼

PN
i ¼ 1 wdiwqi

jdjjqj
, ð12Þ

where wdi is the weight of the ith word in action clip d, and wqi is
the weight for the ith word in the query action clip q.

Similar to document retrieval, term frequency (TF) and invert
document frequency (IDF) [41] are also applied in our ranking
procedure. TF is the normalized frequency of a word in an action
clip, which is calculated as

TFðti,dÞ ¼
niPnd

k ¼ 1 nk

: ð13Þ

ni is the number of occurrences of term ti in action clip d, nd is the
number of 3D Visual Words in d. In our case, a large TF means that
the word has appeared multiple times in the same action as a
(probably) dominant word.

The motivation of IDF is that: Words appearing in many action
clips are not very useful to distinguish a relevant action clip from
a non-relevant one. Such words may belong to noisy features. The
IDF is defined as

IDFðtiÞ ¼ log
jDj

jfdjtiAdgj
: ð14Þ

D is the total number of action clips in the database, fdjtiAdg is
the set of action clips where ti appears. If a word appears in too
many documents (hence its IDF is small), it will be almost ignored
since it contributes little to the ranking and brings many noises.
Similar to document retrieval, such words can be treated as ‘‘stop
words’’ and removed from similarity ranking.

The final weight for ti in d is defined as the multiplication of TF
and IDF:

wdi ¼ TFðti,dÞ � IDFðtiÞ: ð15Þ

In addition to the inverted indexing, our vocabulary also improves
the search speed. In online search, the candidate action selection
is very fast due to our hierarchical model structure: For each
search, the time complexity is OðlogðNÞÞ in a vocabulary with N

words, which obtains a coarse approximation for our refined
matching based on the subsequent DTW and appearance hashing.
4. Robust and actor-independent reranking

4.1. Measuring action similarity using DTW matching

To calculate the similarity scores between the query action and
the candidate actions (obtained from the approximate nearest
neighbor search), we adopt the dynamic time warping (DTW)
distance [29] to address the variation of their BOD3W sequences.
Such variance is caused by partial movement missing and time
duration inconsistency. It is worth mentioning that we do not
adopt complicated behavior modeling strategy, such as variable
length Markov model [43], to address this issue. It is because
) feature extraction using 3D SIFT.
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these strategies usually need complicated training phases and
hence are unfeasible in our unsupervised search scenario.

DTW distance finds an optimal matching between two given
sequences that are ‘‘warped’’ non-linearly in the time dimension.
It has been successfully applied in speech recognition [29] to
cope with the variant speaking speeds, and also in shape
matching to cope with the shape warping [42]. The input of our
DTW matching are two BOD3W sequences, C¼/C0,C1,C2;CmS and
Cu¼/C0u,C1u,C2u;CmuS, each represents an action with descriptors
C0 � Cm for its m motion slices. Similar to [29,42], we denote the
tail of each sequence as TailðCÞ ¼/C1,C2;CmS by removing its first
element. Then, the DTW distance between C and Cu is

DTWð/S,/SÞ ¼ 0, ð16Þ

DTWðC,/SÞ ¼DTWð/S,CuÞ ¼1, ð17Þ

DTWðC,CuÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Jci�cjJþmin

DTWðC,TailðCuÞÞ

DTWðTailðCÞ,CuÞ

DTWðTailðCÞ,TailðCuÞÞ

8><
>:

9>=
>;

vuuuut : ð18Þ

/S denotes an empty set. The optimization process is performed
using a dynamic programming. In general, Jci�cjJ can be either L2
distance or Cosine distance. To improve the matching efficiency,
the BOD3W sequences of actions are pre-extracted. Indeed, using
dynamic programming, the time complexity can be essentially
reduced to Oðm2Þ.

4.2. Actor-independent search with appearance hashing

Motivation of appearance hashing: Our next goal is to enable the
users to search similar or near-duplicated actions carried out by
different actors. In such case, the direct measurement of their
motion feature similarity is not a good choice, since the actions are
diverse for different parts of the actors’ body. Such diversity is an
important cue to discriminate different actions and find similar
actions. To handle this issue, one important step is to associate the
appearance correspondences between two action regions, based on
which we can measure their motion similarity. Our ranking strategy
achieves this goal by a proposed appearance hashing strategy. Our
main idea is to build an online hashing map between 3D Visual
Words of two BOD3W slices. This map is built based on their spatial
correspondence to calibrate their 3D-SIFT, which unifies their
appearance variances. Subsequently, for each calibrated (hashing)
word between two actions, we only retain its motion dimensions of
the 3D-SIFT feature to rank the actor-independent similarity.

Building appearance hashing: Our first step is to find a best
matching point between two action sequences, e.g. select two
frames from these actions, respectively, to build their subsequent
hashing correspondence. Given an action with a BOD3W sequence
C¼/C0,C1, . . . ,CmS, we first calculate the optical flow feature [34]
(denoted as ~V i) between the ith and the (i+1)th frame sequence.
Two BOD3W with closest optical flows from two actions (C and Cu)
are chosen to build the hashing map using the following criterion:

/Ck,CulS¼ argmin
i-k,j-l

Xiþ1

iu ¼ i�1

Xjþ1

ju ¼ j�1

J~V iu�
~V ujuJL2: ð19Þ

The time cost of Eq. (19) is Oðm2Þ. After such selection, we build an
appearance hashing (AH) Map from the kth frame and the lth
frame of two actions, which is based on the spatial distribution of
their appearance descriptors. Each of these action regions are
subdivided into n�n grids to build their part-based correspon-
dences as follows:

Building appearance hashing map: For the two selected frames
/Ck,CulS (in C and Cu, respectively), from Eq. (19), the 3D-SIFT
falling within an identical grid ðGridðxÞ ¼ GridðyÞÞ are stored into
the AH Map as a hashing mapping:

AHðC,CuÞ ¼ fvx ) vyjvxACk,vyACl,GridðxÞ ¼ GridðyÞg, ð20Þ

where vx and vy denotes the 3D Visual Words falling within the Ck

and Cul frames of actions C and Cu, respectively. Therefore, different
parts of two actors could be associated, which facilitates us to
precisely calculate their action similarity in the similarity ranking
as shown in Algorithm 1.

Rather than using visual words to build the appearance
hashing map, there are also several alternative choices: For
instance, we can simply maintain the motion dimensions and
discard the appearance dimension in the 3D-SIFT feature (which
retains only the temporal dimensions in the 3D-SIFT features); Or
we can just used the optical flow feature used in the first step.
However, one important issue of their approach is to simply
‘‘ignore’’ the appearance feature, while such features indeed is
beneficial to guide the matching procedure of temporal motions
(For instance, different part of the actor would take actions
differently.) Above alternative approach cannot distinguish and
leverage this issue. Therefore, as compared in Section 5.4, these
approaches cannot achieve comparable performance to our
proposed appearance hashing strategy.

Ranking with appearance hashing: Using the hashing corre-
spondence between different parts of the two actions, we further
improve our ranking for actor-independent search, which modi-
fies the Cosine distance in Eq. (12) into:

rðd,qÞ ¼

PN
i ¼ 1fwdiwqjjvi ¼ AHðvjÞg

jdjjqj
, ð21Þ

where wdi is the weight of the ith word in action clip d, and wqj is the
weight for the jth word in the query action clip q, satisfying that vi is
associated to vj based on AH map between the C and Cu actions.
Here, we enable mapping an identical word to multiple words
(could be occurred in AH construction) to facilitate calculation,
which is also proven to be very effective in our subsequent
experiments. And, we have also observed in our experiments that
this multiple mapping does not bring serious effects in ranking.
Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of our actor-independent action
search by our appearance hashing strategy (note that the DTW
matching is embedded to our appearance hashing in the 7th step).
And Fig. 6 further shows a visualized example of our proposed
appearance hashing scheme.

Algorithm 1. Actor-independent search using appearance
hashing.
1
 Input: The query action CQuery, the spatiotemporal vocabulary
VT (obtained from Section 3.2), which represents each action

Ci as a BOD3W vector sequence /C0,C1, . . . ,CmS, and inverted
indexes actions into its words.
2
 Initial Ranking: Use the spatiotemporal vocabulary VT to
obtain the top n similar actions, which form a candidate
action ranking list C1,C2, . . . ,Cn.
3
 Refined Ranking:

4
 for each {candidate action Cu and Query action CQuery} do

5
 Select the best fitted frames pair /Ck,CulS between Cu and

CQuery based on Eq. (19).

6
 Build the Appearance Hashing Map from /Ck,CulS based on

spatial correspondence mapping using Eq. (20).

7
 DTW Ranking with Appearance Hashing: Calculate the

DTW-based action similarity ru for Cu using Eq. (16)– (18), in
which the Cosine Distance for any two given ci and cj in
Eq. (18) is replaced by Eq. (21).
8
 end

9
 Output: The similarity ranking scores fr1,r2, . . . ,rng for
fC1,C2, . . . ,Cng.
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4.3. Ranking mechanism overview

Fig. 21 overviews our ranking mechanism, which involves
three main techniques: (1) spatiotemporal vocabulary for Initial
Ranking; (2) DTW matching; and (3) appearance hashing
techniques for refined ranking. Generally speaking, there are
two phases to obtain the final ranking results:

(1) The first phase (The Initial Ranking) is to use the
spatiotemporal vocabulary to represent the query action into
BoD3W slices, and rank its similarity to the actions in our
database. Due to the tree structure of spatiotemporal vocabulary
and its inverted slice indexing, the computational complexity of
this step is independent to the volume of actions in our database.
However, this is an initial ranking, in which we only considers the
3D SIFT similarity, without regard to the spatial or temporal
information. This phase serves as a coarse ranking to obtain the
‘‘candidate action list’’ for our subsequent reranking.

(2) The second phase (The Refined Ranking) is to re-rank the
actions within the candidate action list. In this phase, we further
consider the temporal information, as well as different appear-
ances between different actors, to measure the sequential
similarity of actions. First, we use dynamic time warping
operation to align two actions with variant time durations. The
output of this operation is a weight for each candidate action. This
weight is used to be multiplied with its original ranking position
to produce a new ranking position list. Second, we use
Appearance Hashing operation to map spatial grids between the
query action and each candidate action. This mapping achieves
actor independent search by aligning and hashing their appear-
ance information. The DTW matching is integrated into this
mapping (as shown in Algorithm 1) to re-rank action similarities.
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5. Experimental evaluations

5.1. System architecture and implementation

We have deployed our action retrieval framework on a demo
system CASE (Content-based Action Search Engine). Fig. 9 shows
Fig. 7. Exemplar figure of our

Fig. 6. Exemplar illustration of our
a snapshot of our user interface. A typical query scenario is
performed as follows: A user uploads a video shot containing
target action to our system. This shot is online segmented into one
or more human-focused foreground actions based on the
proposed Attention Shift model. Each distilled action is, respec-
tively, presented in the top left on our user interface. Then,
the user can double-click to configure their query action. For the
selected action, the 3D-SIFT features are extracted from each slice
and sent over the spatiotemporal vocabulary to get the BOD3W

descriptor of this slice. Their ensemble forms the BOD3W

sequence for this action. In similarity ranking, our coarse-to-fine
process involves: (1) approximate nearest-neighbor search in the
spatiotemporal vocabulary to generate a candidate action subset
and (2) DTW-based BOD3W sequence matching with appearance
hashing. The matching results are presented in the down left of
our user interface. Fig. 8 shows the architecture of our CASE
system.

Our system also enables incremental indexing of new action
data. That is, by adding new videos or performing more queries, it
can incrementally increase the action database and refine the
retrieval model. Once the user-uploaded query shots are new
shots for our video database (i.e. the color histogram distance
between this shot and its closest shot in our database exceeds a
given threshold), they are collected into a data buffer. Once the
size of this data buffer is large then a give threshold, we put these
shots into our indexing unit (Fig. 7) for action distillation,
description, and indexing. We incorporate the vocabulary tree
incremental indexing algorithm in our previous works [44] to
online update our retrieval model (refer to [44] for more details).
5.2. Experimental database and evaluation

Database: In our experiments, we use 3-season ‘‘Friends’’
sitcoms for evaluation. We partition these videos into shots and
distill focused actions from each shot. Then, we filter out actions
with durations less than 2 seconds. After this filtering, we
generate over 6,000 actions with sufficient durations and focuses.
Among them, 200 actions are selected to build our query set. This
online ranking procedure.

appearance hashing strategy.



Fig. 8. Framework of our actor-independent action search system.

Fig. 9. Snapshot of CASE user interface.

Fig. 10. Cross validation for parameters tuning (as the number of 3D slices): (1)

considering spatial attention; (2) considering temporal attention; (3) spatiotem-

poral attention shift; and (4) global compensation.
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set covers the main actors in ‘‘Friends’’ sitcoms, e.g. ‘‘Rose’’, ‘‘Joey’’,
‘‘Richard’’, ‘‘Chandler’’, and ‘‘Monica’’. We construct this database
by the rest 5,800 actions and offline extract 3D-SIFT descriptors
from each of them. For each given method, after automatically
ranking the top 10 similar actions in our database, we ask a group
of subjective users to label its similar action: That is, for each
query action, users are asked to give a binary judgment about
whether a current action is a similar action, which therefore
enables us to measure the MAP@N.

Search model: We build a 4-branch, 24-level spatiotemporal
vocabulary using hierarchical K-Means clustering to generate
BOD3W vector for each action slice. In tree construction, if a node
has less than 2000 features, we stop its K-Means division, not
matter whether it achieves the deepest level or not. On a
computer with Intel Pentium IV 3.00 GHz CPU and 1.0 G RAM,
the typical time and memory costs are: tree constructing time 2 h,
retrieval time 4 s per action (including feature extraction), and
memory cost 200 M (We did not load the indexing model in the
memory but stored it in the hard disk.).

Evaluation criterion: We use Mean Average Precision at N
ðMAP@NÞ together with Recall to evaluate the retrieval perfor-
mance, which is commonly used to evaluate the ranking
performance of information retrieval systems. It reveals the mean
precision of batch queries, evaluated by the position-sensitive
precision of its positive answers. Given n queries, MAP@N is

MAP@N¼
1

q

XQ

q ¼ 1

Xnq

rq ¼ 1

PðrqÞyðN�posðrqÞÞ

N
, ð22Þ

where nq is the number of queries, rq is the answer to the qth
query, posðrqÞ is its position which falls within 1 to N, yðÞ is
Heaviside function: yðxÞ ¼ 1, if xZ0, and yðxÞ ¼ 0, otherwise. P(rq)
is the precision at the current location of rq; N is the number
constraint of returned relevant actions. The positive answers are
pre-labeled for these 200 queries, in which each positive answer
means that this action belongs to an identical actor and has near-
duplicated appearance to the query.

5.3. Parameter tuning

We first evaluate the best tuning parameters of both the
‘‘number of 3D slices’’ and the ‘‘number of visual words’’. The later
parameter is co-determined by both the ‘‘hierarchical number’’
(decides the layers of our spatiotemporal vocabulary) and the
‘‘splitting number’’ (decides the number of clusters split in each
node). We adopt a cross validation strategy to tune these
parameters. Our validation set contains 400 randomly sampled
actions from our action database.

Fig. 10 shows the performance variations caused by different
‘‘number of 3D Slices’’, in which we evaluate four alternative
approaches, including: (1) sequential matching using histogram-
based shot matching, (2) sequential matching based on partial 3D
SIFT features (only maintain the motion-related vectors for actor
independent search), (3) sequential matching based on 3D SIFT
features, and (4) DTW matching using 3D SIFT features. As could be
found in Fig. 10, DTW matching offers the best performance, in which
the best fitted number of 3D slices falls within 9 to 10. And we choose
10 as the best fitted number of slices in the rest of our experiments.

Fig. 11 shows the best fitted parameters of both ‘‘hierarchical
numbers’’ and ‘‘splitting numbers’’ in constructing our spatiotem-
poral vocabulary. For each ‘‘hierarchical number’’, we got the
resulting point in Fig. 11 by cross validation of different ‘‘splitting
numbers’’, based on which we denoted the best-fitted parameter
pairs beyond this point. In our cross validation set, the spatiotem-
poral vocabulary with FOUR layers and 10 splits gets the best
performance. We should note that in many hierarchical layers, we
can increase the ‘‘splitting number’’ larger than 10 to get better
performance. However, we do not infinitely increase the ‘‘splitting
numbers’’ since it would produce extremely slow online search.

5.4. Results and discussions

We design three groups of experiments with comparisons to
alternative approaches and state-of-the-arts. Among all compar-
isons, we also provide a performance baseline using global
features, in which we adopt the HSV histogram for global shot
matching (We use keyframe to represent each shot).

Initial ranking performance: The core technique to achieve the
online action search comes from the step of initial ranking, which
is carried out by searching the inverted indexing files within the
spatiotemporal vocabulary to obtain the initial action candidates
for the subsequent refinement. Of course, this pre-processing step



Fig. 11. Cross validation for parameters tuning (as the hierarchical number and splitting number): (1) sequential matching (3D SIFT feature); (2) sequential matching

(partial 3D SIFT features (maintain only motion vectors for action-independent search)); (3) DTW matching (KL features); and (4) DTW matching (3D SIFT feature).

Fig. 12. MAP@N comparison for each separative steps in our action retrieval

framework: (1) the overall approach; (2) without attention shift; (3) without DTW

matching; (4) without appearance hashing; and (5) global compensation.
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will cause certain performance degeneration, but our online
search time would be largely reduced. To quantize the perfor-
mance degeneration at this step, we conduct the following
experiments based on the MAP. It evaluates how the initial
ranking affects our performance at the top N results.

In Fig. 26, Top N¼0 means that we do not conduct any Initial
Ranking. Observed from Fig. 26, adding more results from the
initial ranking would significantly improve the computation
efficiency. However, we can see that, using the initial ranking
would also decrease the Recall to a certain degree, due to that
some ground-truth actions cannot be selected into our candidate
list. Hence they will not subsequently appear in the refined search
results. On the contrary, the MAP@N performance is more stable:
Once a correct result is included into the initial search result list, it
can usually be included into the refined results. Also, the close the
other approaches to its performance, the more coincide (correct)
results our initial ranking can provide to the refined search over
the entire video database.

Saliency-based foreground extraction performance: First, we com-
pare the reasonability of our saliency-based foreground extraction
based on the proposed Attention Shift model. With identical
implementations in the rest steps, we compare our saliency-based
foreground extraction with the following methods:
1.
 The method that adopts global motion compensation and
includes all moving foregrounds into action representation.
This alternative approach is denoted as ‘‘global compensation’’.
2.
 The method that only consider spatial saliency for fore-
ground extraction, which is denoted as ‘‘considering spatial
attention’’;
3.
 The method that only consider temporal saliency for fore-
ground extraction, which is denoted as ‘‘considering temporal
attention’’.
4.
Fig. 13. MAP@N comparison for evaluating Attention Shift model effectiveness:

(1) considering spatial attention; (2) considering temporal attention; (3) spatio-

temporal attention shift; and (4) global compensation.
Our method that considers both spatial and temporal saliency
for foreground action extraction, denoted as ‘‘spatiotemporal
attention shift’’.

As presented in Fig. 13, using our attention shift model for
saliency-based foreground extraction (Method (2)–(4)), the
MAP@N performances are better than the global compensation
approach. It derives from the fact that the saliency-based
foreground extraction can automatically and effectively capture
the human-concerned action regions, without losing precision.
On the contrary, imprecise detection is usually encountered in the
motion compensation of Method (1).
To design an appropriate action extraction algorithm, one key
consideration is the constitution of actions and videos in its
corresponding database. In our case of ‘‘Friends’’ sitcoms, one
important characteristic is that the cameraman will automatically
track and focus on the actions of the focused/main actor, which
makes audiences more comfortable and easier in watching



Fig. 14. MAP@N comparison for evaluating DTW matching effectiveness:

(1) sequential matching using KL features; (2) sequential matching using 3D

SIFT features; (3) DTW matching; and (4) global compensation.
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sitcoms. This is very suitable for using saliency-based foreground
action extraction.

In most cases, these action regions will occupy a large portion
of the entire shot (mostly close-up lens, rather than telephoto
lens). Once there are multiple actors occur together, there is
generally only one salient action in each timestamp. For both
above conditions in sitcoms or movies, our saliency-based
method is very suitable for actor action extraction. Nevertheless,
for wide baseline or telephoto lens videos, our method is not a
best choice, especially when there are multiple actors with little
occupying windows. But such condition is limited in sitcoms.

We should note that, we also include face detection to improve
our saliency based foreground action detection. Furthermore,
using Eq. (8), we also constrain the scales of the extracted
foreground regions, which can further eliminate the unstable
extraction results from limited-scale actions.

We further measure our performance from two following
criteria, which are commonly used in tracking and foreground
extraction):

(1) The overall position error, which measures the distances
between the center of ground truth actor rectangle (manually
labeled beforehand) to the center of foreground rectangle (the
saliency-based foreground extraction results) as follows:

PEn
Overall ¼

Xn

i ¼ 1

DisðRGroundTruth
i �REstimated

i Þ, ð23Þ

PEn
Overall is the overall position error at the nth frame,

Pn
i ¼ 1 means

the previous n frames for this action sequence. RGroundTruth
i is

the ground truth rectangle of the foreground action at the ith
frame, and REstimated

i is the estimated foreground action at the
ith frame (obtained by our saliency-based foreground extraction).

(2) The overlapping rate, which measures percentage of
the overlapping area between ground truth actor rectangle to
foreground rectangle:

RateOverlapping
i ¼

jRGroundTruth
i �REstimated

i j

RGroundTruth
i �R

, ð24Þ

RateOverlapping
i is the overlapping rate at frame i, RGroundTruth

i is the
ground truth rectangle of the foreground action at the ith frame,
and REstimated

i is the estimated foreground action at the ith
frame (from the saliency-based foreground extraction).

In addition to using our entire query set to obtain the averaged
overall position error and overlapping rate, we also carry out the
following case studies in three representative video sequences:
1.
 5 zoom in video sequences, in which the author occupy a large
portion of the video frame;
2.
 5 moving background video sequences, in which both fore-
ground actor and background scene are changeable due to
camera actions; and
2.
Fig. 15. MAP@N comparison for evaluating appearance hashing effectiveness:

(1) appearance hashing using KL features; (2) appearance hashing using partial 3D

SIFT features; (3) appearance hashing using 3D SIFT features (our method); and

(4) global compensation.
5 alternative actors video sequences, in which the focus of
foreground actor is changed from one actor to another.

As shown in Figs. 20 and 21, it is obvious that using our
Attention Shift model, we have achieved the smallest overall
position error among all baseline approaches. In addition, all
saliency-based approaches perform better than ‘‘global compen-
sation’’. In the later approach, we simply use the global
compensation together with moving action extraction to include
all actions in the subsequent processing. In the moving back-
ground video sequence, as well as the alternative actors video
sequence, ‘‘considering temporal saliency’’ performs better than
the ‘‘considering spatial saliency’’ method. On the contrary, on the
zoom in video sequence, ‘considering spatial saliency’’ performs
better than ‘‘considering temporal saliency’’. We explain this
phenomenon from the fact that the zoom in video sequence
generally emphasizes more on the consistence in their spatial
focus of attention. On the contrary, both the moving background
and alternative actor video sequences emphasize more on the
consistence in their temporal focus of attention. Finally, compar-
ing with the zoom in video sequence, we perform better in the
alternative Actors video sequence.

DTW matching performance: Second, we evaluate our DTW
distance by comparing with the method that conducts solely
slice-to-slice matching, which does not consider the dynamic
structure of 3D slice sequences. This alternative approach is
denoted as ‘‘sequential matching’’. As presented in Fig. 14, DTW
matching largely outperforms sequential matching, since it
largely addresses the variances caused by different action
durations. Fig. 16 shows a case study of DTW matching for two
actions with variant durations, in which the DTW-matched
frames are linked with blue lines between these two frame
sequences.

Appearance hashing performance: Third, we present a group of
comparisons for actor-independent search between our Appear-
ance Hashing algorithm and: (1) appearance independent search
based on partial 3D-SIFT description and (2) appearance inde-



Fig. 16. Case study of DTW Matching in comparison with sequential matching. The blue lines denote the sequential matched frames, while the red lines denote the DTW

matched frames. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 17. Case study of the action search results using our proposed framework.
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pendent search based on optical flow. The first baseline calculates
action similarity based on the identical procedure of our frame-
work, in spite of the appearance hashing, and retains only the
temporal dimensions in the 3D-SIFT features. It could be regarded
as another case of actor-independent search since only the motion
information is kept in action representation. The later baseline
directly calculates the optical flow features [34] to replace the 3D
SIFT features, for which the rest steps are identical to our
framework.

As in Fig. 15, our appearance hashing strategy reports the best
performance among all three approaches. We analysis Fig. 15 as
follows:

(1) Appearance hashing incorporates spatial correlations
between 3D Visual Words to construct the hashing map for
similarity ranking. Hence it not only considers the global motion
of the entire action regions, but also takes into account the
relative layouts of them. Such strategy is much refined than the
method that based on 3D Visual Words to keep only the motion
dimensions.

(2) Adopting solely optical flow features cannot achieve satisfac-
tory results comparing with 3D-SIFT features. Rather than directly
usage, the main advantage of optical flow lies in its capability to build
the correspondence frames to initialize the Appearance Hashing Map.
Fig. 17 further shows four case studies for four queries. Each line is a
query operation. The left frame shows the query shot with its
detected action, the rest shows the top four returns.

Fig. 18 further shows several cases of successful and failure
search examples. We discuss in details as follows: Fig. 18 (a)
shows the example of successful search results with occlusions in
foreground actions. We infer the main reason as our spatiotem-
poral vocabulary can well handle the partial occlusion, due to its
bag-of-words representation nature. Fig. 18 (b) shows the
example of successful search results with high camera motions.
One advantage here is our saliency-based foreground extraction
(with face detection post-filtering) can well handle the back-
ground variances. However, we should note that this is more
specialized for our ‘‘Friends’’ sitcoms, while both face detection
pre-filtering are also adopted in addition to improve our saliency-
based foreground detection. Fig. 18(c) shows the example of
failure search results with multiple foreground actions, in which
the ground-truth action is an un-salient action among them. As
one of the most commonly occurred false detections, it is mainly
due to our spatiotemporal saliency assumptions: We assume that
only the focused foreground actions should to be ranked into the
search results. Hence, if the action is not FOA, is would be
mismatched from the query. Fig. 18 (d) shows the example of
failure search results with strong down-samplings of action
sequences. The main issue is the failure of 3D-SIFT, which is hard
for videos with highly compressions.

We have manually labeled the similar/near-duplicated
actions to each query action in our query action set (containing
over 200 action sequences). For each action, we manually go
through the top 200 returning results produced by our action
search system. Then, we manually label the similar (or near-
duplicated) actions from this result list as all ground truth actions
to measure Recall in Figs. 22–25, which correspond to Figs. 12–15.
We can also find that:
1.
 Using global features works worst in both the Precision and
the Recall.
2.
 Using Initial Ranking produces a higher Precision. But
in such case, we perform worse in Recall to a certain
degree.
3.
 Using DTW matching introduces higher precision and recall in
the initial ranking results (former ranking positions), but will
degenerate the performance in the subsequent ranking results
(later ranking positions).
4.
 Using appearance hashing will produce higher Recall and
Precision.

Comparisons on KTH database with State-of-the-arts: To further
validate our performance in standard evaluation benchmarks, we
carry out experiments in the KTH human motion database [45].
The KTH human motion database [45] is one of the largest video
sequence benchmark available for human action recognition. It
contains six types of human actions (walking, jogging, running,
boxing, hand waving, and hand clapping). Each sequence is
performed several times by 25 subjects in 4 different scenarios:
outdoors s1, outdoors with scale variation s2, outdoors with
different clothes s3, and indoors s4.

Similar to [46], we search the query clip against the database,
and return the candidate sequences with top similarities. Identical
to [46], we conduct two kinds of Leave-one-out cross validation to
compare our performance to [46]. The first one is to select one
sequence as the query clip and search all other sequences



Fig. 18. Examples of both successful and failure query examples (each line shows a search sequence, the first figure is the query).

Fig. 19. Precision and recall comparison on the KTH database [45], with both leave-one-sequence-out (LOSO) and leave-one-person-out (LOPO) setups. We compare our

performance to both our alternative approaches ((1) without DTW matching and (2) without appearance hashing) and a state-of-the-art work in [46].

Fig. 20. (a) Averaged overall position error in our query action set (200 actions); (b) overall position error in the zoom in sequence; (c) overall position error in the moving

background sequence; and (d) overall position error in the alternative actors sequence.
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Fig. 21. (a) Averaged overlapping rate in our query action set (200 actions); (b) overlapping rate in the zoom in sequence; (c) overlapping rate in the moving background

sequence; and (d) overlapping rate in the alternative actors sequence.

Fig. 22. Recall comparison for each separative steps in our action retrieval

framework.

Fig. 23. Recall comparison for evaluating Attention Shift model effectiveness.

Fig. 24. Recall comparison for evaluating DTW matching effectiveness.

Fig. 25. MAP@N comparison for evaluating appearance hashing effectiveness.
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in the database (leave-one-sequence-out, LOSO in [46]); The
second one is to select one person as a query clip and search all
other persons in the database (leave-one-person-out, LOPO). Note
that to offer identical performance in [46, Fig. 8], we also use the
entire sequence as query.

Comparing to [46], we have shown better performance
with both DTW matching and appearance hashing in Fig. 19.
It is mainly because of our DTW matching (to align duration-
variable actions) and appearance hashing (to pre-associate
each part of human bodies in the final similarity ranking). In
addition, since we use hierarchical spatiotemporal vocabulary as
the coarse search phase, our search efficiency can be also
guaranteed.

It is worth mentioning that our current dataset is also very
challenging. First, comparing with the coherent backgrounds in
KTH, the ‘‘Friends’’ sitcom contains large amount of background
clutter and foreground occlusions. Second, in many scenarios of
the ‘‘Friends’’ sitcom, there are dynamic and moving backgrounds,
which is a very challenging for precise action extraction. Third, in
many cases, the viewpoints and camera zoom in/out could largely
affect the size of extracted 3D action regions, which is more
complex than KTH database.

Computational efficiency analysis: The online ranking consists of
three separated parts, for each of which its computation efficiency
is as follows:
1.
 The Initial Ranking process, in which since we search the
spatiotemporal vocabulary with inverted indexing, the time
complexity is extremely fast: Approximate Oðm� lÞþOðk�

logðkÞÞ, for a l-level, m-division spatiotemporal vocabulary,
with in total k actions picked from the index files (from k we
rank the top n actions as our initial ranking results with cost
Oðk � logðkÞÞÞ.
2.
 The DTW Matching process, in which since there is an linear
programming, our time complexity is Oðm2Þ for an action with
m frames. And the overall cost is Oðn�m2Þ for the n candidate
actions (from Initial Ranking).



Fig. 26. The computational effectiveness and efficiency influences of the initial ranking to our overall ranking pipeline (left: MAP@N and recall comparisons of with and

without initial ranking and right: Online search time comparison of with and without initial ranking).

Table 1
Computational complexity cost evaluation of offline building, as well as different

parts in online search.

Time cost comparisons

Steps \Cost Time cost (s)

Offline building 14,204

Online search without initial ranking 183

Solely DTW matching for each query 0.026

Solely appearance hashing for each query 0.043
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3.
 The Appearance Hashing process, in which the time cost is
Oðm� logðmÞÞ to build two action sequences with m frames.
And the overall cost is Oðn�m2Þ for the n candidate actions in
the Initial Ranking.

Table 1 further shows the comparisons of the computation
complexity (measured by seconds) of the building time and the
different parts in our online search pipeline. From Table 20, we
can see that the initial ranking largely improves the search
efficiency to enable our online application. Subsequently, the
DTW Matching and Appearance Hashing do not largely degen-
erate to our online search efficiency. Since the DTW matching is
embedded into the Appearance Hashing, the cost of Appearance
Hashing already includes the DTW Matching cost.
6. Conclusions and future works

In this work, we introduce an actor-independent action
retrieval framework with three main contributions: (1) An
Attention Shift model to distill and partition focused actions from
video shots, which offers robustness against global motions and
concurrent foreground actions. (2) A spatiotemporal vocabulary
based on 3D-SIFT descriptors to characterize actions. (3) An
Appearance Hashing strategy together with dynamic time warp-
ing for robust sequential similarity measurement, which offers
invariance to actor appearance and duration changes. Our
retrieval system is validated on a large-scale (over 30 h) ‘‘Friends’’
sitcoms with comparisons to alternative approaches and state-of-
the-arts. Excellent results demonstrates the effectiveness of our
action retrieval framework.

Two interesting questions remain open: First, it would be
beneficial to adopt semi-supervised or unsupervised human
recognition to identify the actors. Thus, actions can be pre-organized
into actor-specific categories to build offline appearance hashing
pairs in accelerating online retrieval. Second, we are interested in
extending our framework to action search tasks in other application
domains. For instance in sports videos, it would be helpful in both
generalized entertainment and professional tactics analysis that
potential users can search similar actions such as ‘‘shooting’’ and
‘‘passing’’ in soccer game or ‘‘dunking’’ in basketball games.
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